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About This Game

Story

After being locked in a witch’s mansion for three years, she’s finally ready to make her escape ― by force.

Now she must return to her village and save her brother.

Her name is Claudia.
In order to save her brother from a deadly poison, she is left with no choice but to succumb to the teachings of the most

powerful witch of all.

Escape from the witch’s mansion!

This is a strategic escape game.
 Use “Mana Reinforcement” and “Magic Potions” to power Claudia up and make your way through the 30 stages of the witch’s

mansion to escape to freedom.
There are five possible endings to the game, each of which requires specific conditions to be filled. Will you be able to make it

out of the mansion safely and achieve the best ending possible?!

Mana Reinforcement
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Consumes MP obtained by defeating enemies and enhances various character statuses
Pay close attention to the state of battle and utilize the most effective power-ups.

The “Magic Potions” described below can be used to dramatically increase these effects.

Magic Potions
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Claudia must fulfill various conditions to regain her memories, which allow her to use “Magic Potions” in accordance with said
memories.

Effects include everything from those which increase the effects of status enhancers, to those which give Claudia the ability to
unleash special attacks.

Additionally, decoding the regained memories will also allow you to figure out what exactly is behind Claudia’s predicament and
her dramatic escape.

Developer's Voice

This game tells the backstory of Claudia, a girl from our original work "Magic Potion Stories", set 12 years before this and the
game "Magic Potion Explorer."

As you can see, it has an atmosphere drastically different to our other works.
While the atmosphere has changed, the gameplay follows and improves on the Magic Potion Explorer experience.

That is based on the rewarding feeling of as beating enemies and growing more powerful.
You can play leisurely for the feel-good elements, or you can aim to reach the limits of growth and record completion time.

You can try to piece together Claudia's memories revealed in fragments of text to uncover the truth.
There are many ways to enjoy the game and we hope you have a great experience!
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If you want to get better at counter strike then I'd get it. But, you have to put effort into this don't go in with a mindset to mess
around go with a mindset to improve since 1 you pay for it and 2 this is as close to professional as you can get. Well this was
disappointing...

https:\/\/youtu.be\/efRrOso1tIE

Cargo Cult was supposed to be a loot based shooter like Void Rangers. At least that's what I thought. It presents itself as a loot
based game IMO but admittedly the Steam page does mention upgrades and unlocks. So part of the fault is mine for making
assumptions.

The good:

I liked the steampunk look. The minigun looked and felt great.

The music really fit the world. Very light and whimsical.

Butchering Donkey Kong and his family for their lunch money!

The not so good...

I don't really know what was missing, just that there was some sound cue that wasn't there. Probably enemy attacks and some
flight noises especially when enemies were off screen. It's very distracting to not have those sound cues that you would expect.

It could also have been that the BGM was so loud that it drowned those other sounds out. The desktop audio is - 15 db and I've
got a + 7 db gain on my mic audio and there are still times I'm getting drowned out.

The lack of challenge or depth. I did die once due to me not paying attention. Once I planted the shield in front of my chest, I
was unkillable. The gameplay just felt bland.

There are only 3 'levels' or 3 boss fights at the end of a series of waves. All of which are in the same level\/world where you
follow a linear path through floating rocks. All in all, without the death it lasts about 15 minutes or so.

In the end, Cargo Cult: Shoot & Loot is far from a $14.99 title and it feels like a bit of a cash grab to me. There have been
updates since launch but they appear to be very minor. Steam Trading cards and small tweaks. This may be something to pick up
on a sale but honestly there are much better titles out there for less.
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I'm all for supporting devs and paying a fair price. The game should be worth it though. Cargo Cult: Shoot & Loot isn't one of
those games.. Attention!! Contains highly addicting gameplay! Never start "just one quick game" before switching off, because
you won´t switch off for a while! ;). Excellent. Very creative.
Your objective is to guess the object in the hidden picture. You can reveal a small portion of the picture by clicking, and of
course, the fewer clicks you need, the better. There are hundreds of pictures for you to guess. And various potions to help you.
Aside from these normal problems, there are some bizarre challenges, such as guessing a twisted picture, a mosaic-ed picture, a
scrambled picture, and more.
Each chapter contains 16 puzzles, and between chapters there are search-for-hidden-object levels. What's creative about this is
that, you don't just search for listed objects in the scene. Instead, you search for listed objects that SHOULD be in the scene but
actually are NOT.

Recommended for everyone. Well, non-native players may need a dictioinary, but still recommended. This is definitely one of
the best games in Popcap complete pack.

+ creative playstyle
+ various powerups
+ lots and lots of levels
- occasionaly a synonym of the correct answer is judged incorrect
9 out of 10, marvelous.. Fun game, planes feel a little bit sluggish, but overall quite good, good multiplayer, thumbs up.
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It is interesting to combine the twists and reinterpretations of the classic into the game. There are a number of experimental
attempts in this visual novel. It is worth plying enough to try this game.

*Nyanco Channel (Steam Curator)
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33855818/

https://youtu.be/fX7j7Uv4xy4. I like this game, I just wish it had more content and less bugs.... it not bad unless you have a bad
computer. Your city needs more workers!
People are eating more food than they produce!
Employees needed!
Debt!
Your City needs more workers!. Fun game to play with friends but has a lot of room to improve.
The dev is very open to ideas and willing to put work into this game which is good to hear.

Overall I really enjoy the game and am looking forward to future updates!. This is a beautiful game. The colors and the music
are very relaxing. Great way to unwind after a long day. Not even worth a dollar.. Love this game. Filled with smart and
sarcastic humour and great puzzeling situations that are not al easy, but not overly difficult to figure out either. Great story line
too and really is just a lot of fun to play.. love this game. fast shooter nice graphics

New casual thematic choco puzzle game "Chocolate makes you happy: Easter" now available on Steam!:
Hello, dear Gamer! We have prepared for you a new part of our choco - game, with more sweets and chocolate, hope you like
it! Thank you for your support us! Enjoy)

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1054610/Chocolate_makes_you_happy_Easter/

.
v0.0.77 Pre Testing Update:
Hello testers,

well it has been a while since we gave you an update, but finnally an update is there.

So lets make it short, this is a hopefully complete list of things we have done since the last preTesting version.
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- Fixed several bugs
  - Weapon pickup while have a weapon equipped (before the equipped wepon was doing strange things , now nothing hapens)
  - Weapon is no longer blocking character
  - Some multiplayer bugs (pickup and drop weapon now works)
  - but sometimes in falls through the world so the other player should grap
  it while the weapon is falling
  - All weapons can now be dropped
- New HUD icon for later game content
- Multiplayer enhancements
  - Syncronisation of weapon location
  - Client can see his money
- New title song added
- New Ground textures
- We also had time to mow lawn

Known issues:
Client can sometimes not fly around after being dead
Client teleports after shooting often
Client can not see ammo of weapons
Client can not see shoot animation

Well thats quite a list right?
So now to the more exciting stuff , what will come in the future, here is a short overview:

A complete 3D charcter model, with some animations
Maybe we also give these characters voices
Perks will also be added , thats also why this new HUD icon is now there
More weapons , more buildings
New damage system
Blood splatter (planned for release)
More HUD stuff
and more...

All future stuff is not planned for the v0.0.80 Version (Early access release) but for the v0.0.90 , except Blood splatter.

Please also note that we have a store page now with pictures and a trailer. The game will hopefully released on 31.10.2018 in
early access.

Hope you like the new update.

And as always thanks for playing Space Survivors Shooter.

Wit kind regards

Developer SevenOperation
. Update 2017-08-24:

Dear Chinese players. Currently on Kickstarter:
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We are currently over 100% funded on Kickstarter!. We are back with a full update:

 After almost 2 months of hard work we are back with a full update. Vegetable couple 8 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1063651/. The end of AEGIS 2186, and the start of something new.:
Hello!

Around two and a half years ago (oh how time flies!), I released AEGIS 2186 into Early Access and it was a very rewarding
and exciting experience. I had a great time competing against my friends and all of you on the Steam leaderboards, and
seeing/hearing from the few but very meaningful players that left feedback and felt like the game really had something.

Unfortunately around 6 months into EA, I become increasingly busy at my job and I had less and less time available to spend
working on the game, and eventually development stopped entirely.

Now, a few years later, I have more stability and more free time, and I want to get back to doing what I love: developing games.

However, I must apologize to everyone who purchased the game, and especially those that hoped it would grow into something
more. Development will not restart on AEGIS 2186, and I will soon be removing the game from sale on the Steam Store. Whilst
the game is fully playable, it has game breaking performance issues in the late stages of game play. The code is a mess, and it
would need a *complete* overhaul. It's not a decision I have taken lightly, but I feel that this is the best way for me to get back
to making games, and enable me to work on something that I am truly passionate about.

I know that I could have handled development/marketing and my time away from developing better. I have learnt from my
mistakes and I can only hope that you feel that you got your money's worth from AEGIS 2186

The game will continue to be playable in it's current state to all who own it.

I will be moving onto something bigger and better, with a wiser head on my shoulders.

Thank you for being a part of my journey.

-Jollyfish. Howlville: The Dark Past:
Hey everyone!
The launch of our game "Howlville: The dark Past" will take place at Steam Store on May 11 .
We have added Steam Cloud Support and Steam Achievments Support.
Shortly after release the cards will be added to the game.
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